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A FEW
NUMBERS
T HAT S PEA K

FO R T H E MS E L VE S

1.51 kg eq. CO2 per skier day
in other words a little less than 8 km in a car

4400 ha

of mountain terrain with

1 day

=

8 km

83%

of CO2 emissions
related to snow
grooming will be
reduced by using HVO
synthetic fuel from this
winter

85%

in its natural state

70

1

male black grouse
of the most
identified in the area
dynamic
The only site
populations of
in the Northern
bearded vultures
Alps where
in France (a species
the population
that is close to threat
is increasing
of extinction)

Only

3%

13/56

wet zones
of the water
to be rehabilitated
that enters
1 zone rehabilitated
the Arc 2000
per year since 2020
catchment area is
and every year
used for artificial snow
to come

Stéphanie and Mickaël
Paris
By train: 4.68 kg eq. CO2
In a petrol car:
130 kg eq. CO2
Mike, Sally and their 2 children
Londres
By train: 14.1 kg eq. CO2
In a petrol-driven car: 220 kg eq. CO2
By plane and private transfer
from Chambéry : 419 kg eq. CO2

Direct access by train + funicular
every weekend
from London, Brussels, Amsterdam and Paris in winter.
The number of visitors who came by train from London
for the winter season 2021 – 2022 corresponds
to the equivalent of 80 planeloads, for an emission
rate per visitor that is more than 10 times lower.

60%
2

Éric
Bourg Saint Maurice
In the funicular then in
a fuel-powered bus:
1.83 kg eq. CO2
Alone in his car:
4.86 kg eq. CO2

of the French say that they consider their carbon
impact when they organise their holiday

A N ATT RACTIVE
RESORT YEAR ROUND

A territory of 185 km2

 mountain area that rises
from forest to glacier,

from 1200 m to 3226 m
above sea level

which includes

3 massifs

149 km

Beaufortain, Mont-Blanc and Vanoise

of marked trails

35 villages

of charm and character,

a town
and a resort

360° panoramic views
with an exceptional view
of Mont-Blanc

Rich local
farmland

Major cultural events

(Les Arcs Film Festival,
Académie Festival de Musique des Arcs,
Xplore Alpes Festival,
Les Arcs design week…)

A SI NG ULAR
T OURI S T
EC OSYSTEM

Outdoor activities
for all seasons,

with a choice of over 30 proposed
in the summer with HERO Les Arcs

Sports shops

6%
Catering

Accommodation companies

38 %

11 %

Distribution
of jobs by field
of activity
3521 jobs

Ski schools

14 %

Skiing area

15 %

Shops / Activities

16 %
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The most beautiful season!
In autumn, the deep green of the conifers is combined with the thousand nuances of yellow,
orange and red of the deciduous trees and blueberry bushes, like a host of shimmering flowers.
Hiking in a kaleidoscope of colours, flying over the brightly coloured mountain peaks, going out
at night to hear the bellowing of the deer, hunting for mushrooms, picking the last blueberries
on the upper slopes… all great ways to reconnect with our particularly generous natural
surroundings. It is without doubt one of the loveliest seasons in the mountains.
An experience not to be missed.

Xplore Alpes Festival,
exploring the mountains from every angle
21 - 30 October

Watch, discuss and take action! These few words
sum up the XPLORE ALPES FESTIVAL’s DNA
perfectly. Much more than a film festival, it is
an event for the whole family that highlights an
exceptional region.
Bourg Saint Maurice, the capital of outdoor
sports, is its base camp, but the festival extends to
13 communes in the Tarentaise valley!
It is an opportunity to make the most of the autumn
school holidays to discover all these facets of the
mountains.
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On the programme for this second edition:

100 films on the theme of outdoor sports
or adventure with directors, athletes and producers present. 9 awards will be given by a jury of
professionals.
The Academy with 35 outdoor activities
supervised by state-qualified instructors and
champions like Martin Kern or Candice Bonnel,
who will be leading the trail and ski mountaineering
workshops respectively.
The workshops are divided into six outdoor
activities:
• Climbing: via ferrata, cliff climbing, indoor climbing
and bouldering, alpinism, dry tooling, via cordata
• Riding: enduro, pump track, e-MTB, biathlon
• Contemplating: discovery hikes and wildlife
observation, overnighting on a cliff, landscape
photography, planetarium, trail running, trekking
with a night spent in a refuge, yoga
• Snow & ice: Freestyle skiing, bobsleigh, free ski
touring, ice hockey
• Rescue, survival: basic survival, mountain first aid,
crevasse rescue
• Navigating: canyoning, orientation
A dozen workshops will be organised every day in
the region’s 13 communes.

The Xplore Village, the festival’s festive
heart in Bourg Saint Maurice. This is where you will
find places to eat in the covered Xplore Arena, as
well as entertainment for younger folk in a 1500 m2
Outdoor zone with an obstacle course, a climbing
wall, a laser game, a giant airbag, a mountain bike
trial zone, a climbing wall and a host of other
surprises. You will also be able to discover the
stands of exhibiting brands. It is also where the
evenings will be more intense with concerts and DJ
sets. The perfect place to celebrate the mountains
that bring us together!
The “Causeries” will be the place for
reflecting on and discussing the mountains and
the current issues. The public will be able to follow
conferences, round tables, interviews and master
classes, as well as talk to experts, scientists, film
makers, entrepreneurs, rescue workers and
environmentalists.
For this 2nd edition, the themes addressed will
be soft mobility, the environment, heritage, the
mountain in transition, shooting a documentary in
the mountains and the economy.
More information:
xplore-alpes-festival.com

Cep Party
A short stay that combines learning about
mushrooms with a mycology specialist and a
convivial debriefing about what they have picked.
It is also an opportunity to enjoy the benefits of the
forest, with the golden autumn light and the last
warm rays of sunshine, before winter.
Dates: weekend of 2 - 4 September, 2022
and weekend of 30 September to 2 October
PRICE 158€ / 2 nights – 79€ for a supplementary night
The price includes accommodation in a double room
at the Base Camp Lodge hotel in Bourg Saint Maurice
for 2 nights, with breakfast, a ½ day mushroom discovery hike in the forest, the debriefing session with the
specialist and a cooking session of its harvest.
Information:
Bourg Saint Maurice – Les Arcs Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 79 07 12 57

From September to November Les Arcs stays active!
Even if the resort of Les Arcs tends to be somewhat closed down during this period, many professional
accommodations are open year round in Bourg Saint Maurice and a plethora of private individuals rent
flats and chalets at altitude.
It is the perfect season to discover our region and its many autumnal attractions.
Spread your wings: Les Arcs is a mecca for
paragliding. There are no less than ten schools
offering flights to discover the autumn landscape
from above, alone or with a pilot.
lesarcs.com/activites-sportives-hiver/parapente
Riding with the wind blowing through your
hair: until September 10, part of the Les Arcs Bike
Park accessible from Cachette chairlift is staying
open. In the valley, there is a 20 km cycle path and
a pump track for family fun. Cyclo-tourists, whether
they prefer muscle power or electric assistance, can
take on the legendary cols of the Tour de France!
lesarcs.com/activites-les-arcs/cyclo-velo

Walking intelligently: To spice up your
equinoctial hikes, you can try our two orientation
courses. Using the map, you can search for the
numbered markers in Bourg Saint Maurice and
Les Arcs and discover the sights by exploring the
mountain in a different way!
lesarcs.com/activites-les-arcs/
courses-dorientation

LOÏS GOUTAGNY,
THE PARAGLIDER
PILOT-SKIER-DESIGNER
Loïs Goutagny is first and foremost a toplevel paraglider pilot who came 4th in his
first World Cup in Australia in 2018 when he
was just 18 years old. Today, as a member
of the Pôle France, he alternates between
cross-country, his favourite discipline,
acrobatic flying and Hike & Fly. Not content
with being an accomplished paraglider pilot,
Loïs is also a ski instructor at Arc Aventures
ski school in Les Arcs. Finally, he has just
joined a renowned paraglider brand as a
designer-developer. Over and above this
multi-hat profile, it is Loïs’s values that we
appreciate in Les Arcs: his team spirit and
the way he shares his enthusiasms and his
love for where he lives with as many people
as possible, his taste for going off on group
adventures... Loïs started flying with his
father when he was only 3 years old and he
was only 13 when he took his first solo flight!
At just 21, he has already flown for hundreds
of hours over the landscapes of Les Arcs
but still can’t get enough of it. His favourite
season? Autumn of course!
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Hotel Cachette, the renaissance
of a legendary address in Arc 1600
Built by the architects Alain Taves and Robert
Rebutato under the instructions of Charlotte
Perriand at the start of the 1970s, the Hotel
Cachette is a legendary address in Les Arcs.
The hotel has since had several operators and
undergone a few renovations, but the original
design of Charlotte Perriand’s team and the
hotel’s structural elements have never been
altered. Now, Friendly Hotel has just acquired
this icon of Les Arcs’ architectural heritage and
entrusted its renovation to the well-known
firm Patriarche. Modernising the building,
equipping it with the criteria of modern
comfort and restoring its presence whilst
preserving the heritage of Charlotte Perriand,
the great lady of design, was no easy task, but
the challenge has been met!

The hotel is now ranked 4* with its 260 beds
divided into:
• 12 standard double rooms: the cabins
• 36 superior double rooms, some of which can be
connected to make family suites
• 28 Junior Suites (family rooms for 2 to 4 people)
with a lounge area that has a sofa that can be
converted into twin beds, with high quality
bedding. 21 of the suites have beautiful balconies
with mountain views
• 11 spacious family suites (sleeping 4 to 6 people), 2
of which have a huge terrace with a stunning view
• 1 XXL suite (Cachette suite) with 2 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms and a massive terrace! It will be
furnished with vintage furniture.
All the rooms have an exceptional view of either
the mountain or the panorama of the Tarentaise
and Beaufortain ranges.
The hotel will also be open in summer.

A gourmet and inventive restaurant
The restaurant will propose dishes that will put
vegetables in the spotlight and include show
cooking. The best Savoyard specialities will of
course be on the menu but in a light version with
an innovative twist. The food will be healthy and
balanced, but gourmet and adapted to individual
requirements, according to the season and guests’
level of sporting activity. A special mention for the
breakfast buffet which, in addition to the classics,
will include a Healthy Boost corner and freshly
made omelettes. The restaurant is also open to
clients not staying in the hotel.
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Throughout the day, the bar will be open for
quality snack food that is both healthy and locally
sourced. There will also be takeaway options in
eco-responsible packaging.

Decor and green attitude
Of course, the original spirit imagined by Charlotte
Perriand guided the ideas of the designers
from Patriarche. The decorators’ challenge was
to prioritise the views, integrate the natural
surroundings and propose a design that combines
authenticity, simplicity and functionality.
There are a number of “Cachette items”, a
humorous reference to the hotel’s original name; a
very graphic light created with a string of Charlotte
Perriand’s renowned small wall lamps that were
originally designed for the apartments in Les Arcs
and, on the floor, a genuine IGN map of the area,
a real find!
Particular attention was paid to the choice of
furniture, combining new furniture with reissues
of pieces from the 1970s, found at the vintage
specialist Selency.
The bar and coworking space are particularly well
done. They are in a gallery with windows all round
offering views that cross from the ski slopes on one
side to Roignais massif on the other. The gallery
was already there but its volume has been doubled
to create a spectacular space.
During the day, the area opens out onto a vast
terrace that also serves the restaurant.
In the evening, the central fireplace offers a
warmer atmosphere. Without a doubt, having an
aperitif here while watching the illuminated ballet
of the snow groomers outside will become a must
in Les Arcs.
Friendly Hotel were very keen to integrate an ecoresponsible vision into the project. The renovation
evidently included this notion in the technical
aspects (thermal renovation of the building, «save
the planet» switches in the rooms, waste from
the construction work managed by the Savoyard
company Trialp, raw wood furniture, all of the
companies involved chosen locally, most of them
in Savoie, etc.). The hotel’s internal management
also demonstrates this commitment: anti-waste
and eco-gesture training for all employees, local
suppliers preferred for all hotel orders, plastic
bottles eliminated in favour of Castaelie carafes
in the rooms and still or sparkling filtered water
from Les Arcs in the bar and restaurant, seasonal
products and short circuits given priority in the
restaurant, eco-responsible packaging for takeaway products...

Lastly, local artisans were used extensively: for the
renovation work, wool curtains that came from the
Arpin mill in the valley; local photographers for the
pictures decorating the rooms, etc.

Services
The reception will be open 24/7. The recruitment
of the hotel’s staff has prioritised local residents.
The aim is to create a genuinely “local” relationship
with guests and to provide them with all the best
tips for the resort.
A Mountain Store, a sort of super concierge service,
will provide all the information on resort activities in
winter as well as summer, and will connect guests
with the mountain professionals.
It will also display and sell beautiful books on the
mountains that are real objets d’art, as well as some
of the hotel’s decorative items and furniture.
The hotel has its own ski shop just opposite the
establishment.

Attention to detail
As regards well-being, the hotel will have 4 treatment
rooms, including one for two people. A small fitness
room, a sauna with a salt wall and a room where you
can sip a herbal tea complete the indoor facilities.
Outside, there will be 2 very stylish spas and a sauna
on a private terrace with an exceptional panoramic
view. These spa and wellness areas will also be open
to outside customers.
lacachette-lesarcs.com

PAULINE FATIGA,
A WOMAN IN THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY FOLLOWING IN THE
FOOTSTEPS OF CHARLOTTE
PERRIAND
Pauline is a construction engineer, a
profession where women are still relatively
under-represented, although the
construction industry is gradually opening
up to female profiles. This is something she
has in common with Charlotte Perriand, the
famous designer who led the team that
built the Hôtel Cachette. She works for the
renowned architectural firm Patriarche,
where she enjoys the close collaboration with
the architects and design companies ahead
of the construction work. She was chosen to
lead the renovation of the Hôtel Cachette
in Arc 1600, a rehabilitation that represents
a real challenge for her. “It was important
to keep the ‘natural’ spirit that Charlotte
Perriand integrated in the hotel, while at the
same time developing the building to meet
the requirements of comfort and modernity
demanded today. Our work was nonetheless
facilitated by the modernity of what Perriand
had created. Her ideas are still fully relevant
today.” Pauline’s love for the mountains is
another point in common with Charlotte
Perriand. “I am touched to be part of a line
of women who love the mountains and who
have worked on the design of this hotel.”
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WINTER
Simple sharing
A holiday in the mountains, especially in winter, allows you to take a break from your daily life, put
your mind on pause and make the most of being with your loved ones. By sharing activities and
festive moments or just by admiring nature in its coat of pure white, we recharge our batteries
and share our joy and our efforts. We find each other again, literally and figuratively…
This is our ambition: to ensure that our visitors share experiences in our mountains where they
spend time out in nature and take inspiration and strength from it.
And we do everything we can to make this time both unique and easy.

Beginner skiers are ever more
pampered in Les Arcs!
This winter, a new route with three progressive
areas welcomes beginner skiers in Arc 2000:
•F
 irst steps: on Eldorador slope in the centre
of Arc 2000, the perfect place to experience your
first sensations on skis and accessible from the
magic carpet
• First turns: Saint Jacques chairlift takes skiers
to “Bas KL” run to practise their first turns
• First descents: Saint Jacques chairlift offers
skiers access to the run of the same name to
continue their progression.
The ESF in Arc 1600 has created a beginner
area next to Le Sanglier Qui Fume restaurant,
specifically for guests staying in Le Ridge and Les
Chalets Mont Blanc, to fluidify access for other
skiers to the easy runs lower down in the resort.

Transarc is beginning
its metamorphosis
By 2024, the ski lift company’s aim is to recreate
the emblematic link between Arc 1800 and the
mountain peaks. Even more than a renaissance, it
will be a metamorphosis!
PHASE 1

Better access to the ski area
To facilitate and improve access to the ski slopes
from Arc 1800, from December 2022 escalators
and a lift will take skiers quickly and easily to the
bottom of Transarc gondola.
A new reception, advice and sales area will also be
opening at the bottom of the slopes.
Inside, there will be a display about the water
cycle with fun interactive teaching aids to raise
awareness of the importance of this essential
natural resource.
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PHASE 2

A new gondola
and new places to discover
For December 2024, the new Transarc gondola will
be operational. The 10-seat cabins will be modern
and comfortable and will take skiers to Col de
la Chal, 2600 m. above sea level, in just 13 mins,
compared to 20 mins today.
Discovery areas that will combine original
viewpoints of the natural surroundings, exploration,
curiosity and thrills, are to be developed at the
midway station and at the top of this new lift.
As part of the lift company’s strategy to reduce
energy consumption, this project will reduce the
lift’s consumption by 10% and allow it to produce its
own electricity from 600 m2 of photovoltaic panels
integrated into the structure of the building.

These areas complete the ones that already exist
for beginners elsewhere in the ski area:
• Progression course in Arc 1800, at the top of
Villards gondola
• P rogression course at the top of Vallandry
gondola in the Peisey-Vallandry sector.
When they have gained enough confidence to set
out on the rest of the ski area, skiers can enjoy the
11 green runs on the different sites. Then, as they
improve, they can get round the whole ski area on
blue runs. By then, of course, they are no longer
really beginners!

Enjoying skiing to the fullest!
Making life easier
before you go skiing

Some information that will be of particular interest to anyone whose prime motivation for coming
to the mountains is to ski. And there are many of you!

In Les Arcs, we do all we can to prevent points of
friction and keep our guests smiling.

Explore all aspects of skiing
with the Ski Mates offer

Order your ski passes from the
comfort of your living room!

Proposed by Arc 1800 ESF, Ski Mates offers the
possibility of trying several different ski disciplines
with a private instructor over 4 days in shared fullday lessons.
In small groups (minimum 4 people, maximum 8)
you get to try ski touring, downhill skiing, gourmet
skiing and heritage skiing.
A great way to discover all the resort’s secrets from
unspoiled slopes to the very best runs, gourmet
restaurants and anecdotes on the history of the
area. A unique experience!
PRICE 430€ / day for a group of 8 people.
esf.net/ecole-de-ski/arc1800

You can order and pay for your passes online on
our website (valid for ski and pedestrian passes)
and have them delivered to your home, to save
time and stress when you arrive in the resort. Since
you can cancel or change your passes until 2 days
before they start, you are not taking any risks.
lesarcs-peiseyvallandry.com

Paradiski’s ski facilitator, the YUGE
app, is getting a facelift
It is the best rated ski area app in the stores. With
23 awards, over 700,000 downloads and 40% of
Yugers who use it every day during their holiday,
we no longer need to prove its effectiveness.
You can recharge your ski pass on it, find an
interactive piste map and geolocate yourself
instantly or see lift queues in real time… as well
as getting weather updates or using it to collect
pictures at the area’s photo spots.
This winter, Paradiski YUGE is revamped with a new
design for a reinvented user experience.

WEB ONLY
Except on Sundays during school vacations
except December 18 and 25, 2022, February 5, 12, 19, 26, 2023

SKIING
UNTIL THE END

Discover the Freeride spirit

Single rate on Sunday
DIMANCHE MALIN

47€

the day

WEB ONLY

Evolution 2 ski school is proposing Freeride / backcountry courses to discover the off-piste area. The
plus points include top-quality safety equipment
(loan of airbag, avalanche transceiver) and a
comprehensive session at mid-altitude (learning
how to use search equipment, discussions with the
ski patrollers, snow conditions, etc.)
TARIFS

SKIING AT
REDUCED PRICES
Single rate on Saturday

Over 12s: 375 € / 6 full days
Under 12s: 225€ / 6 mornings or afternoons
Private Backcountry session (1 to 5 pers.):
270€ ½ day – 420€ full day
evolution2.com/les-arcs

SAMEDI JE SKIE

38€

the day

Ski for less at the weekend

The Pierre & Vacances residences
are upgrading their guests’
welcome
Several initiatives this winter are designed to make
holidaymakers’ life easier:
• A new online check-in to avoid spending time at
reception on arrival
• Launch of a new digital information booklet,
accessible prior to arrival via text message or
QR code, for all the practical information and
recommendations from the resort staff on the
best things to do and see in the resort
• A FamiEat service for delivery of balanced
meals made by French brands committed to an
approach of sustainability and solidarity
pierreetvacances.com

The SAMEDI JE SKIE offer is a great idea for making
the most of the slopes on Saturday, the quietest day
of the week, at a great daily rate: 38€ instead of 59€
for the Les Arcs / Peisey-Vallandry area.
With DIMANCHE MALIN, the price on Sunday is
47€ instead of 59€ for the 200 km of ski runs in
the Les Arcs / Peisey-Vallandry area.
These offers are particularly adapted to local
skiers, but when combined they are also very
attractive for skiers coming from further away for
the weekend.
Offer available online only on:
lesarcs-peiseyvallandry.com

The start and end of the season,
the best moments!
Our “Premières Neiges” and “Dernières Neiges”
offers allow skiers to benefit from a 15% reduction
on the classic Les Arcs/Peisey-Vallandry pass from
December 10 – 16, 2022 and April 22 – 29, 2023.

Unlimited skiing for aficionados!
This winter, Les Arcs has decided to recognize the
enthusiasm of certain skiers by proposing a season
pass at a particularly attractive price so they can
ski whenever they want from December 10, 2022
to April 29, 2023.
Classic Pass for the season for 629€ (999€ last
winter). Essential Pass, with unlimited access to the
Paradiski area for 730€ (1150€ last winter).
Find all these offers on :
lesarcs-peiseyvallandry.com
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WINTER

“Let everything about you breathe
the calm and peace of the soul.”*
* Quote by the painter, Paul Gauguin, 1848-1903

Searching for the Stendhal
syndrome

LÉA DESLANDES,
A DEDICATED LIFE
A Team Les Arcs athlete and daughter
of a mountain guide, Léa is a fan of
adrenalin sports: mountaineering, free
ride, ski touring, mountain biking.... After
a successful career in climbing (former
French ice climbing champion), she
has thrown herself wholeheartedly into
e-mountain biking and this year is riding
again for the title she won last summer
in the E-Bike World Tour, a particularly
demanding event with competitors riding
300km and 15,000m of positive and
negative altitude difference in three days!
She is also committed in her business
life. As the manager of Wood Bear Café
in Arc 1950, she runs her restaurant in
as responsible a fashion as possible.
Her cuisine gives pride of place to short
circuits and organic products, homemade products based on mountain plants
(elderflower lemonade, wild garlic sauce,
fruit and edible flowers from her vegetable
garden, etc.). Her whole management is
based on sustainability: biodegradable
containers, car-pooling and loan of
electric bikes to encourage staff to use soft
mobility, transformation of organic waste
into compost...
Léa is also committed to her region and
finds time to play an active role on the
Bourg Saint Maurice - Les Arcs town
council.
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The Stendhal syndrome is a strange affliction, a
moment of amazement at the unexpected beauty
of a landscape or a work of art. Your legs give
way and your breathing quickens... It is a unique,
magical moment that reconnects you with your
fragility and vulnerability and can stir you almost
to the point of fainting when faced with the
splendour of the world.
That is what we are into in Les Arcs: creating places
that make you experience an intense moment that
you remember years later.

To suspend time,
try a session of yoga!
There is nothing like a session of yoga to make the
most of the present moment, breathe deeply and
take some time out. In Les Arcs there is a plethora
of yoga classes on offer, each more enjoyable than
the last.
• Arcus Coffee’s Yoga Brunch, in Arc 1800: the
yoga session finishes with a giant-sized (but healthy)
brunch. It might not be very light but it certainly
is comforting! Every Wednesday morning, 9am
PRICE 30€ for the yoga session + brunch
• Yoga sessions by Heberson at Club Med Les
Arcs Panorama at Arc 1600: the Vibhava Yoga
method developed by Heberson Oliveira, one of
France’s best known and reputed yoga masters.
PRICE Free of charge for Club Med guests
• Britt Monnier’s Women 2 Women sessions:
these combine Wake up Pilates, ski touring and
Yog’afterski. A great way to feel on top form.
PRICE 90€ / pers. – group of 12 people maximum

Exceptional Spas
There are two exceptional spas in Les Arcs. They
are beautifully decorated and offer magical views
of the mountains and a multiplicity of sensory
experiences. Places where you can let go and just
take care of yourself.
Spa Deep Nature Les Sources de Marie
in Arc 1950
spa-arc-1950-les-sources-de-marie
Spa Nama Springs in Arc 1800
namasprings.com

Some of our favourite nature
observatories include
The Aiguille Rouge walkway
(3226 m) and Varet panoramic
terrace (2730 m)
Two of the area’s highest observation points with
unobstructed views of the Alpine peaks.
Accessible to skiers and non-skiers.

Panorama de Carreley (2380 m)
At the foot of Col des Frettes, this panoramic
terrace is a great place to relax, perfect for
a contemplative pause whilst enjoying a
breathtaking view of Mont Blanc.
The rocking deck chairs and swing offer a moment
of reverie, or even a spot for a siesta and, of course,
it is picture-perfect with LES ARCS written in giant
letters!
Accessible to skiers from Carreley chairlift in
Arc 1800.

Vallandry panoramic
terrace (2130 m)
Situated on the edge of the progression course
for beginner skiers, diversity of experience is key
in this extraordinary location: a 360° view as well
as the entrance to the Mountain Animal Museum.
Accessible to skiers and non-skiers from
Vallandry gondola.

Discovering, learning
and growing
The holidays are also a moment when we have
more time to interest ourselves in things we
know little about, to cultivate ourselves or just
enjoy cultural events. That is a good thing as, in
Les Arcs, culture and curiosity are in our DNA.

The illuminated murals
of the Aiguille Rouge, an original
place to stop and visit
At the top of Varet gondola, this unexpected
location starts a fresh transformation every
morning, clothing itself in a suit of light. The 500m2
of the Varet gondola garage is transformed into an
unusual experience with a triptych of universes on
the theme of the seasons, through which visitors
are invited to wander, listening and contemplating.
It is unusual, it is unexpected, it is dreamlike: to
experience with your whole family.
PRICE 6 € public price – 3 € with the Essential
Pass – Unlimited access with the Premium Pass
lesarcs-peiseyvallandry.com

Virtual architectural tours so
that the “Perriand” interiors are
finally accessible to as many
people as possible
The work carried out in Les Arcs by the famous
designer Charlotte Perriand can be seen by going
on the free guided architectural tour proposed by
our resort. It was inside the apartments that she did
most of her work, designing and fitting out all the
interiors of the first buildings in Arc 1600 and Arc
1800. It is unique, Les Arcs is the only ski resort that
can boast of having exteriors and interiors signed
by a major name in architecture and design, which
has earned it the Ministry of Culture’s «Remarkable
Contemporary Architecture» label. This winter,
as requested by many of our visitors, you will be
able to discover all the inventiveness of Charlotte
Perriand’s interior design on the Les Arcs website
in the form of a virtual tour of a typical studio as it
was originally designed
lesarcs.com/cote-patrimoine/visites-guidees

The Les Arcs Film Festival, diving
into the world of European cinema
10 - 17 December, 2022

For almost 15 years, this film festival has been
a real window on the world and on the best of
European film production. It is becoming more and
more renowned for its quality. For this 14th edition,
the annual focus will once again be on the Alps,
through a programme of feature-length and short
films, as well as guests from the region.

A Festival that shares Les Arcs’
eco-citizen values
Through a number of workshops, the Les Arcs Film
Festival works to move boundaries and promote a
more inclusive and responsible cinema: The Cinema
Green Lab is a prospective workshop to look at what
the cinema of tomorrow could be. A progress report
on the Green Charter for Film Festivals, initiated
in Les Arcs, will be made during this edition. The
Moving Mountains feature will reward a film that
accompanies change in society. Films on ecological,
social and societal themes will be identified in the
programme. The Women in Cinema Lab will present
its annual study on the role of women in cinema. This
year, two women in cinema will be awarded prizes: a
revelation and a “model”, a woman whose career has
inspired others.

New this year
A new programme, “Oscar au ski” will highlight a
selection of the films that are candidates for the
Oscar for best foreign film.
Screenings on all the sites in Les Arcs and
Bourg Saint Maurice. The actors and VIP
guests will be lodged in Arc 1950.
lesarcs-filmfest.com

BRITT MONNIER,
USING SPORT AND THE MOUNTAINS
AS THERAPY
Britt Monnier competed in top level mogul
skiing when she was younger and was injured
several times. She then turned to sports that
were kinder to her body and less competitive.
Finding a balance and moving in a way that
contributed to her overall well-being became
an obvious choice.
She is now a ski instructor and a yoga and
Pilates teacher. She likes to combine these
disciplines to offer a holistic approach to
sport and she loves being able to do this
in the mountains. “This way I share all my
passions: the mountains, ski touring and
movement.”
Britt is highly sensitive to ecological issues.
She chose to come and live in Bourg Saint
Maurice to be in line with her values and to
give meaning to both her commitment and
to what she tells her children. “The funicular
that links the valley to the high altitude sites
here is a huge asset. I hardly use my car
anymore. In summer I cycle everywhere. In
the mountains, I see a crazy acceleration of
climate change, so it’s important for me to do
my bit, to take positive action. Here I have the
impression that we are moving in the right
direction and that people, the community
and the local stakeholders are mobilising.”
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WINTER
Les Arcs Design Week
In April 2023, upcoming dates

Les Arcs is perfectly legitimate in this area since
it was created by a great lady of design, Charlotte
Perriand. This atypical and inventive event is
intended to bring this culture to life and offer our
visitors, owners and locals elements that will help
them understand, while remaining accessible.
On the programme: an exhibition that will travel
around the resort, guided architectural tours,
conferences and feedback, a design competition
and a prize for a student architect or designer…
All under the supervision of a known designer who
is sponsoring the event.
lesarcs.com/evenements-les-arcs

The Mountain Animal Museum:
raising awareness for the need
to protect our biodiversity
Over 200 protected animal species live in our
mountain area. To make our visitors more aware
of the need to protect them, the Mountain
Animal Museum invites them to discover the
local fauna and flora with over 30 emblematic
species to discover. There are fun interactive
games throughout the museum to keep children
entertained. Free admission. Accessible for skiers
and non-skiers via Vallandry gondola.
lesarcs-peiseyvallandry.com

A local artist on display
Artist Jacky, a Les Arcs local, has created frescoes
in several sites in the resort: in the departure
station of the Aiguille Rouge cable car, on a facade
in Bourg Saint Maurice, in Miam Corner restaurant
in Arc 1800… These colourful and sometimes
gigantic creations are inspired by nature or
architecture for modern, polychromatic works.
instagram.com/jck84/

FRED MARCHADIER,
A FOLLOWER OF
THE “SPIRIT OF LES ARCS”
Eclectic is probably the word that best
defines Fred Marchadier. A snowboarding
enthusiast first and foremost, he has
found here in Les Arcs the personalities
and playgrounds of the glory days of this
discipline in its early days: Régis Rolland,
the Apocalypse Snow films, the first pro
freeriders... A self-taught videographer, Fred
has worked extensively in the snowboard
and tourism industries. Parallel to this, his
taste for beautiful objects and vintage
designers was nourished by the history of
Les Arcs and Charlotte Perriand’s creations,
until it became a real passion. “Les Arcs for
me was like being in Alice in Wonderland,
there was so much to explore!” So much
so that he opened a lovely boutique in Arc
1800, L.A Galerie, which sells decorative
items, lighting, gifts and small furniture that
fit into this stylistic trend. He continues
to hunt for objects signed by the great
designer of Les Arcs, he renovates Perriand
flats so that her heritage continues to exist
and he contributes to Les Arcs’ architectural
history. An epicurean at heart, it was in Les
Arcs that Fred decided to indulge another
of his passions. A lover of natural wine,
vintages produced without any input, he
was disappointed at not finding it here and
not being taken seriously when he talked
about it, so he opened “O’Gust” in Arc 1800,
a wine bar that offers ONLY natural wines,
because “If you want something done right,
do it yourself!”
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Discovering the secrets
of artificial snow with the experts
How and when is artificial snow made? What is its
purpose? Is it very different from its atmospheric
counterpart? Nothing is left to chance in its
production. It requires a precise mastery of the
weather conditions, the sites’ aerology and the rate
of humidity in the air. The resort’s «snow makers»
or «snow experts» dedicate a weekly session to
visitors when they explain and discuss the secrets
of snow making.
Every Thursday at 11am from 22/12/22 to 13/04/23.
Free of charge, reservation obligatory on
lesarcs-peiseyvallandry.com
or in one of our sales points.

Come to Les Arcs for the best laughs
Shared laughter, festive events and moments of fun are the best memories of our holidays. Here
are a few opportunities to enjoy yourselves.

T
 he Minus Les Arcs game: getting
everyone to put their phone away!
Who has not been at a family meal where everyone is looking at
their phone? Isn’t it unbearable? To help people get back into
good habits, Les Arcs, in partnership with game editor Minus, has
decided to create a card game that will start a debate, provoke
a discussion and get people reconnecting. The subjects of
discussion will of course be connected to the mountains, but in
a very humorous way.

The dance floor awaits you…
There are a few places in Les Arcs that are well
known for their party atmosphere. After a day on the
slopes or during the end-of-year celebrations, turn
the music up, get moving and enjoy the moment.

Après-ski rendezvous,
the Arpette, gets a new look
It is primarily a restaurant and self-service snack
bar on the slopes that proposes a generous
cuisine. But it is actually first and foremost a really
festive bar that comes to life at the start of the
afternoon and where young people like to meet
up for an après-ski session on the vast 600 m2
terrace. The DJs get the party started, people
dance on the tables and aperitif time can go on
into the evening with events organised through
to 9pm (meal included). Ski patrollers supervise
the ski back down to Arc 1600 or Arc 1800. This
year, there is a new owner in the Arpette who has
given the restaurant a new look with major work, a
new menu and a new chic and trendy décor. Two
outdoor bars have been recreated and the winter
music programme promises original live concerts.
It will continue the concept of festive après-ski and
the evening events to 9pm, but everything else
will change.
L’ARPETTE +33 4 79 10 33 30
On the slopes between Arc 1600 and Arc 1800

La Folie Douce will be putting
on a show this winter!
Already renowned for its wild après-ski sessions
and its shows with live singers, musicians and
acrobats, La Folie Douce is pushing the envelope
again this winter with a programme that promises
great festive moments for all.
Folie Family Party: for families, this evening
event offers a show especially for children and
activities to enjoy with your family. The meal is
free for children. Every Tuesday during the school
holiday period, from 8-11pm.
Unlimited Party: the aim is to create the biggest
festival in the Alps with a famous guest DJ every week
like Laurent Garnier’s fantastic set that was organised
in March 2022. Every Sunday, 8-11pm.
What the F*** Party: highly colourful afternoon
events with crazy costumes and goodies. The aim is
to really let go to the sound of the guest DJs.
Arc 1800, access via Villards gondola
lafoliedouce.com/fr/les-arcs

ANAIS LAMAURY
AND LORENZ GAIMARD,
MUSIC AS A MEANS OF SHARING

End-of-year celebrations:
party all night
Arc 1950, le village: the perfect setting to
celebrate under the stars. At Christmas already,
the magical artists’ parade with its extravagant
costumes and the arrival of Santa on the rooftops
is an event you should not miss.
On New Year’s Eve, the centre of this lovely village
becomes an open-air dance floor with a DJ who
keeps the crowd jumping until midnight. The
arrival of the new year is celebrated with a fabulous
firework display. Afterwards, the night can continue
through to the early hours in O’Chaud club, one of
THE party places in Les Arcs. The electro music
combining renowned DJs and live singers always
makes for an atmosphere that is hot, hot, hot!
arc1950.com/commerces-bars-restaurantsles-arcs/o-chaud

The Les Arcs zip line,
the challenge to see
who can scream the loudest
Inaugurated last winter, the Aiguille Rouge zip line
is now one of THE resort experiences! The social
networks were flooded with videos, each funnier
than the last, taken at the start of the line. There
are the people who scream without holding back
and those who boast until a few seconds before
they go, then turn pale when the time comes.

After four years working in event
management in Cambodia, Anais and her
partner Lorenz came back to Bourg Saint
Maurice to build their life. Together, they
created “This is why” agency, specialising
in digital communication campaigns and
brand territories related to outdoor sports,
culture and eco-responsibility.
Like many young people from the
mountains, they like to keep adding strings
to their bow and getting involved in a
multitude of areas.
Not content with being young entrepreneurs and young parents, Anais and Lorenz
wanted to develop an original cultural offer
in the valley, which is mainly known for its
sporting activities. They therefore organised the Electronic Peak Festival, a 4-day
event which, over the past 4 years, has
brought together over twenty artists from
the electro scene, spread across 9 events.
The programme is eclectic and mixes house,
disco, afro or techno music. Big names like
NTO, Synapson, Jennifer Cardini or Manu le
Malin have already performed there.
Strongly committed to environmental
issues, Anais and Lorenz also ensure that the
Electronic Peak Festival is eco-responsible
with, among other things, a scenography
designed from recycled materials, a strict
“zero plastic” policy and public awareness
actions set up in partnership with POW
association (Protect our winters).
electronicpeakfestival.com

However, they all agree on one thing: it is pure,
unadulterated fun.
The zip line takes holidaymakers on a 70 second,
adrenalin-filled ride at an average speed of
130km/h for a dizzying 1.8km long descent! You
can experience it solo or with a friend, sitting or
lying down like a bird…all you have to do is take off!
Using the Paradiski YUGE app, you can collect a
photo of your take off and landing on your phone
by going to the chalet at the bottom of the line.
TARIFS 55 € / descent with the Classic Pass,
50% reduction with the Essential Pass, included
on the Premium Pass
lesarcs-peiseyvallandry.com
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B CORP, WHAT’S THAT?

For over 60 years, the mountains underwent
a long phase of expansion. Through a
massive development of winter sports, we
have introduced millions of holidaymakers
to skiing and exceptional scenery and made
it possible for many locals to live and work in
the mountains. Faced with global warming, the
collapse of our biodiversity and the depletion of
resources, the Bourg Saint Maurice – Les Arcs
municipality believes it is urgent to reconnect
with nature and its rhythms, its capacities
and its limits. By drafting the “Les Arcs 2030”
manifesto, it is affirming its vision and assuming
strong choices so that the preservation of the
territory and the involvement of the inhabitants
are the prerequisite to all its decisions.
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The Les Arcs/Peisey-Vallandry
ski lift company is committing
to the B CORP certification
B Corp is a certification awarded to companies that
meet societal and environmental requirements, as
well as criteria of governance and transparency to
the public. The mission of B Corp companies is to
be the best FOR the world, rather than the best
IN the world!
Only 170 companies have so far been awarded the
B Corp certification in France and 4000 worldwide.
It really is one of the most demanding international
certifications in terms of eco-responsibility.
To qualify, companies must obtain a minimum
score of 80 points on the B CORP criteria, which
include 200 items. Les Arcs/Peisey-Vallandry
has successfully completed the first stage of the
process, submitting its application in April 2022.
The process is intense and requires deep
involvement. The goal is to obtain the certification
during the winter of 2022/2023.
The only B Corp certified resort in the world is Taos,
New Mexico (USA).
After being the first resort in Savoie to obtain the
Green Snow label, we want to be the first in Europe
to obtain B CORP certification!

The B Corp certification is awarded on the basis
of an independent international standard by B
Lab, a non-profit based in the USA, Europe, South
America, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
The B CORP criteria are reviewed by a multistakeholder committee every 18 months and are
based on five categories: governance, salaried
workers, communities, the environment and clients.
Certification applications are subjected to a
rigorous audit and verification process carried
out by B Lab.
B Corp only certifies for-profit entities, with the
aim of getting the private sector to commit to
sustainability and to act in the public interest.

In Les Arcs, we are rolling up
our sleeves and getting on with it!
Self-righteous speeches are no longer enough. It
is time to take action.
Taking care of the natural surroundings that have
been entrusted to us in an exemplary manner,
understanding their natural balance, developing
it respectfully and humbly and restoring what has
been damaged are the challenges that Les Arcs is
committing to.
We put the spotlight on a few significant actions
among all those being carried out to offer a more
sustainable and responsible model.

The direct greenhouse gas emissions
of a mountain resort represent 3%
of the total emissions of a tourist
destination like Les Arcs*
*Source: Guide for the sport, mountain
and tourism sector, Utopies/ADEME, February 2022.

Promoting travel by train
and funicular
One of the major challenges is also to reduce the
indirect emissions generated by our tourism activity.
We know that our visitors’ transport represents 52%
of our total emissions, almost 40,000 t eq. CO2 *!
To encourage people to use the train and the
funicular, the municipality of Bourg Saint Maurice
has undertaken a soft mobility policy through
several actions:
• Reduced fares: 5 € for adults, 3 € for children
• Free travel on the funicular for clients who have
travelled by train
• Extended opening hours in the evening

Snow Train
The Compagnie des Alpes, which operates Les
Arcs/Peisey-Vallandry, is relaunching the direct
rail service between London and the Tarentaise
Valley, abandoned by Eurostar in 2020. Renamed
the Travelski Express, this is actually the return of
the “snow train” much appreciated by many of our
British customers.
Les Arcs’ goal is to encourage 30% of our visitors
to travel by train by 2030, compared to 20% today.

Reducing our carbon footprint
The aim is to achieve zero net greenhouse gas
emissions by 2030 for the direct emissions
generated in the resort (fuel for snow groomers,
heating of buildings, electricity for the ski lifts and
snowmaking, etc.).
As of this winter, the CO2 emissions related to
grooming will be reduced by 83% thanks to HVO
synthetic fuel. This 100% renewable fuel made
from waste grease and used vegetable oils, without
palm oil, is a substitute for diesel and reduces CO2
emissions by 83% and fine particles by 65%.

Preserving the biodiversity
and natural areas

Every sq. m impacted by a development in the ski
area is rehabilitated or restored.
A strategy that we are strongly committed to has
been adopted to protect and restore the wet zones
which also play a crucial role in the water cycle. The
goal is to restore one zone a year. Three sectors
have already been restored in 2020, 2021 and
2022. There are thirteen still to be treated out of
the 56 wet zones identified in the area.
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Sustainable energy management
The intention is to produce 25% of the resort’s
electricity needs with recyclable energy by 2030.
To achieve this, Les Arcs is counting on
equipping buildings with photovoltaic panels and
hydroelectricity produced by using the artificial
snow networks.
The first hydropower project will be
launched in 2023.
A significant effort is also being made to manage
energy consumption better (insulating buildings to
reach or get close to the HQE standard, investment
in more efficient equipment, eco-behaviour, etc.)

Understanding our water
resources, planning
and controlling needs
If the use of water is already highly regulated, a
water observatory was also created in Les Arcs
in 2019 to gain a more detailed understanding of
the different inflows and outflows of this strategic
resource. This observatory will help the resort staff
to scientifically plan future artificial snow needs
to secure the economic activity. The studies
carried out will also help to demystify certain
preconceived ideas about the impact of making
snow, for example.

Think sobriety in every action
The Les Arcs – Bourg Saint Maurice Tourist Office
has drastically reduced its publications and is
aspiring to become a paper-free office.
Reference Les Arcs, the service for property
owners in the resort, has also signed an agreement
with the organisation La Note Touristique which
shows the environmental impact of a furnished
rental property using a recognized environmental
label. In this way, Les Arcs hopes to encourage
owners to become more virtuous and to help
motivate them to participate in the national
challenges of the energy transition.

LÉO TIXIER,
THE ENVIRONMENT AT HEART
This child of the valley keeps among his
most beautiful memories the summers
he spent in the mountain pastures
with his grandparents. Is this where
his environmental awareness started?
Certainly, but it was his interest in
biology in general that led him to study
the protection and management of the
mountain environment.
Over eight years of working in Les
Arcs / Peisey-Vallandry, Léo has seen
the boundaries clearly move. Certain
environmental protection measures,
which were sometimes difficult to obtain
at the beginning, are now integrated as
prerequisites in all development work.
«The gap that has been bridged in just a
few years in terms of commitments and
actions is enormous. There has really been
a positive conjunction: the arrival of people
like me, with a proven environmental
awareness, and a societal change that
is also shaking up companies internally
and pushing them to integrate ecoresponsibility issues into their strategy.
Commitment to our environment in the
broadest sense has become a priority and
a real added value.”
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Water balance
of the Arc 2000
catchment area

Water intake
(rain, snowmelt and ice)

16 812 000 m3
Loss and withdrawals
(evaporation, artificial
snow, drinking water, etc.)

5 741 750 m3

Outflow from
Arc 20000 watershed

10 438 416 m3
Eau des Arcs

6 m3 drunk
from the 10 water fountains
in the resort
> 6000 plastic bottles
not used

Artificial snow production

458 000 m3

Only ≃ 3% of the catchment inflow
1 m3 water = 2 m3 artificial snow
1 m3 of artificial snow = 2.8 kW of electricity

In March 2022,
requests for “ecoresponsible holidays”
or “eco-responsible stays”
increased by 22%
and 142 % respectively
compared to 2021*

The small gestures
that move the boundaries
The work put in for several years on the challenges
of the transition has instilled a positive dynamic in
all of the region’s partners. Ideas are brewing and
more and more of the economic stakeholders in
Les Arcs – Bourg Saint Maurice are letting us know
about their sustainable initiatives.
Here are the most recent approaches we have
learned of:
The Hôtel Autantic in Bourg Saint Maurice has
installed charging terminals for electric cars
Arcus Coffee in Arc 1800 is offering a 10% reduction
if customers bring their own recipient for takeaway
food or drinks (objective: zero waste)
MMV Club Altitude in Arc 2000 is implementing
an “intelligent building management system” in the
framework of its renovation work, with centralised
control that will optimise energy consumption
through the installation of sensors

* Source: “Low carbon mobility report”,
2022, Shift Project

Giving things up to stay
in line with our values
Living in a world in transition forces us to be clear
about the consequences of our actions. You
sometimes have to know when to give up and, in
all conscience, decide not to undertake certain
projects. In Les Arcs, we are not just doing this, but
we are proud of it!
• The municipality of Bourg Saint Maurice - Les
Arcs decided on a moratorium on new tourism
constructions in Les Arcs in 2020
• Since April 2021, the public lighting goes off at 11pm
• Since 2021, Les Arcs has decided to limit the
resort to 2 firework displays per year, on July 14
and December 31. Before, there were 13 firework
displays during the winter season and 10 over the
summer
• Les Arcs has stopped promoting helicopter flights
and motor sports
• T he Les Arcs Tourist Office has stopped its
partnership with a car brand despite a significant
organizational and financial benefit
• The tourist office is no longer undertaking commercial actions towards the long-distance markets
• Les Arcs / Peisey-Vallandry is not buying any
more combustion-powered vehicles
• The Aiguille Rouge lighting project at the summit
of Les Arcs has been abandoned in order to
preserve the tranquillity of the fauna and reduce
the environmental impact
• A project for a fun slope in Arc 1600 has
been postponed because it was deemed too
impactful for the environment. New studies will
be carried out and new proposals made to meet
specifications that are more respectful of the
natural ecosystem
• The lift company has decided to remove the
rubbish bins from the ski area to prevent the
dispersion of waste (wind, storms) and encourage
skiers to take their waste with them and sort it
• The Bourg Saint Maurice-Les Arcs municipality has
stopped planting certain species of flowers in favour
of ones that do not require a great deal of water

Raising awareness through wonder
In Les Arcs, we feel that moralising speeches are
not the most effective way to raise our visitors’
awareness. By encouraging them to live multiple
experiences in contact with nature and giving
them the opportunity to know it better, we hope
that they will come to love it more and want to
protect it quite naturally. Les Arcs is therefore
developing communication around this that
uses humour or aesthetic representations to
alert without lecturing. This is the full meaning of
a project like the Mountain Animal Museum, our
communication on Les Arcs water or the different
installations at the Aiguille Rouge.
This winter, Les Arcs will be starting original
communication campaigns with the POW
association (Protect Our Winters) and Picture, a
community and an outdoor brand that are both
deeply committed.
We will also be asking land art artist Simon Beck, a
resident of Les Arcs, to create works that will raise
awareness. Simon creates huge, ephemeral works
by walking in fresh snow in snowshoes. His poetic
creations are shared by thousands of people on
the social networks.
You can find them on his Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/snowart

LA RUCHE

A collective whose
members work in the resort
and which is committed to
starting CSR actions both
internally and externally

5 members in 2018
80 today

Goal:
250 members
by 2025
17
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The social component,
commitment on several fronts
A region’s societal responsibility also requires
the integration of social preoccupations
in its strategy. It is a trickier component to
get to grips with because it can clash with
the specific objectives of each private
stakeholder. Despite the difficulties, Les Arcs
is looking to instil a positive dynamic in this
area also with actions initiated by the Tourist
Office and those economic players who want
to set an example.

Access to the mountains
for families in difficulty
Last winter, during the Easter holidays, Les Arcs
offered a 1-week holiday to 10 families who would
not have been able to offer this kind of holiday to
their children. The holiday was fully paid for by the
players in the resort (accommodation, ski passes,
ski lessons, ski equipment rental).
This act of solidarity was implemented in
partnership with the Secours Populaire and in
collaboration with the Hotel Mercure, the lift
company and Arc 1800’s ski schools. It allowed 17
adults and 21 children to enjoy a euphoric holiday
in the mountains for a revitalizing break in their
sometimes difficult lives.
An enriching experience that revealed the
mountain to people from all over France who
mostly had never skied before and a beautiful
human adventure for all those who participated in
the success of this project
This year, we will be renewing this operation and
Les Arcs is proud of its accommodation providers,
ski schools, lift company and ski shops who are
determined to continue this great initiative of
solidarity.
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Inclusion: their own page on
the Les Arcs website
Les Arcs is one of the few, if not the only resort to
devote a full focus on its website to information on
holidays for people with reduced mobility.
It offers a detailed list of accommodation that can
host visitors who deserve our full attention
lesarcs.com/votre-sejour/
tourisme-et-handicap

Employees Les Arcs /
Peisey-Vallandry
ski lift company

90% live locally
average of 14 years
with the company
97% of season
workers come
back every year

SPRING
Bringing the TRANSITION
into flower with the warm weather
The T REX event, which started in June 2022,
intends to promote a collective think-tank
that is useful in a direct way and allows all of its
participants to leave with an understanding of
good practices.
In the form of short, didactic conferences, speakers
from the world of outdoor activities talk about
their experience and their successes and failures
regarding the initiatives they have led within their

own structure. Fifteen speakers have listed their
actions on a variety of themes: mobility, responsible
events, inclusion, the references of sustainability,
citizen cooperation…
The first edition, which was very B2B oriented, was
a great success with a little over 110 participants.
For the next session in spring 2023, the event will
use the same concept but will add a section for
the general public.

lesarcs.com/que-faire-aux-arcs/evenements-ete/trex
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Base Camp Lodge
super good deals

Wellness stay
in La Cachette

London to the ski slopes
with the Travelski Express

For groups or families looking for reasonable
prices, the Base Camp Hotel Lodge, in Bourg Saint
Maurice, offers dormitory rooms for 6 people, well
arranged with a kitchenette for preparing meals,
a comfortable sitting area, a large bathroom with
several showers.
PRICES from 120 € per night in accommodation only
hotel-basecamplodge.com

11 - 15 December 2022

From 07/01 to 14/01/2023

A short stay of 2 days / 2 nights in ½ board in a
superior room, including unlimited access to the
spa and a 1hr massage per person.
The stay can be extended to 3, 4 or 5 nights
PRICES 598€ for 2 people
reservation@lacachette-lesarcs.com

Includes return train travel from London +
return transfer + 6-day Les Arcs ski pass +
accommodation for 7 nights in a 1-bedroom apt
sleeping 4 in Edenarc 5* residence
PRICES start from 2877 € for 4 people
uk.travelski.com

© Photo credit: ADS, Agence Naöms, Agence Patriarche, Agence Zoom, Y. Allègre, J. Bernard Photography, R. Bundhoo, Cookies Production, D. Daher, C. Da Silva, Ebike World Tour, Kaliblue,
M. Dumas, D. Malacrida, Merci Créative, G. Nurit, A. Parant, Pierre et Vacances N. Pyanet, J. Rebour, M. Reyboz, T. Rochas, N. Secerov, Scalp, Travelski,
T. Shu, Zorazhuang, R. Bundhoo – Printing: Les Deux-Ponts – Design: nanofactory.fr
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EVENTS

La Démontagnée Gourmande
22 October 2022

La Belle Aventure des Arcs
4 March 2023

Ski touring event

Electronic Peak Festival
13 - 17 March 2023

Xplore Alpes Festival

European Gay Ski Week

21 - 30 October 2022

18 - 25 March 2023

La Première Montée des Arcs
3 December 2022

Les Arcs Star Trail
24 March 2023

Ski touring event

Les Arcs Film Festival

La Course du Cœur

Christmas in Bourg Saint Maurice

Les Arcs Winter Festislack

26 March 2023

10 - 17 December 2022
16 - 31 December 2022

13 - 16 April 2023

Les Arcs Launch Pad

Highline, slackline, jumpline competition
and introduction

Big Air ski & snowboard European cup

Les Arcs Design Week

9 - 12 January 2023

Arc 1950 Freeride Week

April 2023 – Upcoming dates

Ski2Bike

14 - 29 January 2023

La Course Infernale des Arcs
15 February 2023

Attempt to beat the world record
for a torchlight descent

23 April 2023

La Montée du Funi des Arcs
29 April 2023

22 February 2023

preSS office
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